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a. Rough edged structure minora? Labiora. 

b. Tiny Nodules. 

c. Meatus urinarius, on each side of which is noticed the flaps. 
d. Bare area which looks like mucus membrane of sorts. 

e. Anus. 

/. Blind opening at point of coccyx. 
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The twins are about ten months old, well 

nourished. They are joined together at a point 
corresponding to the pubis. The abdominal surface 

from each costal arcli presents a perfectly level 

plane, with absolutely no sign of any external 

genitals. 
They possess only one umbilicus, which is 

common to both. After birth only one placenta 
and one cord was noticed. Seen lying on their 

backs, they present an absolutely straight line. 

Each possesses a separate pelvis perfectly formed, 
except that there is no symphysis pubis. The pubic 
bones lie about 4 inches apart. 
From the usual pel vie articulation t he legs pro- 

ject. If each pair of legs is extended, the legs of 
either twin lie above those of the other and cross 

at the knee joints. 
Each child possesses separate internal organs. 
Both hearts lying in normal position, the apex 

beat in each case is heard loudest under the left 

nipple. The two livers are also normal in size 

and position. 
The abdominal cavity is common to both. On 

slightly irritating the skin covering the abdomen, 
what is thought to be the peristaltic movements 
of the intestines are noticed and there is no line 
of demarcation between those on one side of 
the umbilicus and those on the other. 

The recti muscles are not in contact but diverge 
outwards from their attachment at the costal arch, 
and continue this course beneath the integuments 
until each pair meets the other at the termination 
of an imaginary line drawn across the common 

umbilicus, thus leaving a diamond-shaped area 

between them. 

On turning the infants over on to their stomachs, 
the sex is distinguishable; both being girls, the 
external genital organs are rudimentary. 
On examination there is seen on each side a 

rough edged structure which occupies a position 
corresponding to, and looking very much like what 
would in a normal case be, theLabia Minora. Nearer 
the median plane are seen three tiny nodules corre- 
sponding to the position usually occupied by the 
clitoris. Median to this again is found the Meatus 
urinarius. This orifice is bounded on each side by 
a tiny flap. These points can be better understood 
from the drawing attached. 

JSTo vaginal opening is found, but there is a 

bare area looking like mucous membrane of sorts. 
Unfortunately an examination per rectum 

could not be made at the time, and the question 
as to whether these twins possess internal 

generative organs must remain an open one for the 

present. The twins each possess a separate anus. 
The anal opening lies about ? of an inch away 
from the rudimentary vagina, and is in the normal 
position. Again about an inch away from each 

anus higher up the back is a small blind opening 
about g- of an inch in depth, which corresponds 
to the position of the tip of the coccyx. 
Each child urinates and defecates indei>endently 

of the other. They also move their limbs in- 

dependently. 
The bones of each child are well formed (excejot 

the pelvis already noted). The spinal column is 

perfect, no abnormal curvature noticed, and is 

strong: enough to allow each child to arch itself 
O o 

easily 011 its head and buttocks. The features 
and slinpe of both heads are almost exactly alike. 
A slight prominence is noticed over each parietal 
bone, and is the same in both children. 

Apparently they are distinguished by their 

ornaments. 

Except for their deformity, both the children 

are happy and healthy. The mother nurses them 
both at the same time; one child is put to each 
breast. 

Presentation.? 

The first child appeared at the vagina as an 

ordinary vertex, after the head was born, and 

while the shoulders were presenting, a pair of 

feet under the armpits of the first child were 

noticed. 
The rest of the twins was born in the following 

order, taking the position from start to finish :? 
Head and shoulders of first child, feet of second 

child fixed under armpits of first child, then trunk 

* 
[The above case, here reported by Military Assistant- 

Surgeon O'Brien, was sent us by Major Stokes, the Sanitary 
Commissioner, Central Provinces. Tlie actual case is the 
same as one of the two referred to in our September issue, 
as seen by Lieutenant-Colonel E. Dobson, I.MS, (retd.), 
at a Railway Station. 
Colonel Dennys, the Inspector General of Hospitals, 

saw the case while travelling by rail and he communicated 
with the Civil Surgeon of Jubbulpore, who instructed 
Assistant Surgeon O'Brien to draw up the note now publish- 
ed.?Editor, I. M. G.] 
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common to botli, feet of first child under armpits 
of second child, shoulders and head of second 
child. 

Apparently the twins were born in a perfectly 
straight line commencing with the head of one 
and ending with the head of the other. 

Labour lasted three days commencing at 8 a.m. 
the first day and ending about 6 P.M. on the 3rd 
day. 
The mother about three years ago was delivered 

of a child with a hare-lip, which is still living, and 
about five years ago of a child which is apparently 
normal, and when last seen was in good health. 

Owing to the timidity of the parents, other 

interesting points could not be worked out, e. (j., 
the giving of a Bismuth meal to one child with a 
view to seeing if the intestines were wholly 
separate. 

One end is called Janki. It is said to have been 

the first born. It wears a necklace as seen in the 

photo. The other end is called (xitn. 


